Poul Cadovius
a step-by-step guide to your
personalized wall unit

Are you hooked on a vintage Poul
Cadovius wall unit, but have no clue
where to start?
Don’t worry, this brochure shows
you step by step how to compose
your own personalized wall unit.
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What will you pay? We
offer different
compositions for
different budgets.
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Poul... who? A little
background on the
designer to give you an
insight into his philosophy.

The concept? We rely on
three main pillars:
personal, guidance
and authenticity.

07
No inspiration? We
have selected a few
examples to get
you started.
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Poul... who?
“Most of us live on the bottom of a cube.
If we put the walls even with the floor,
we get a lot of space to live on.”

Poul Cadovius (September 1911 – March 2011), a Danish designer and
manufacturer, designed and self-produced the Royal System in 1948. As one of
the world’s first floating wall systems, it is considered one of the greatest
successes in Danish furniture history. Back in the days, the system was
produced at the Cadovius factory in Denmark.
At one point Poul Cadovius employed a workforce of 300 persons to support
demand for his designs that were exported to over 30 countries. There have
been made many attempts to copy this famous design, but Royal System is and
remains the original. The Royal System is back in production since 2010, but
we collect and restore the original vintage pieces.
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The concept
Personal
A reading shelf for magazines, a display case for your gin
collection or perhaps an eye-catching sideboard to store
your books? You choose! At Nome Furniture, you have
the possibility to fully compose your own unique wall
unit.

Guidance
Composing your own wall unit might seem a bit
overwhelming at first. This is anything but necessary: our
staff has been working with these wall units for years and
will be happy to help you.

Authenticity
All the materials used to compose a wall unit are vintage.
They may show some signs of use. An authentic proof of
the previous life these units have lived.
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Let's meet!
Ready to create your very own wall unit?

How to start
How much space do you have?
We recommend first measuring the space that
can be used for the wall unit. Don't forget the
height of your ceiling.
What functions will it have?
Do you intend to use the wall unit as a
bookcase, desk or rather as storage space?
This information is very helpful to determine
your perfect composition.

Make an appointment in our showroom at the Van
Trierstraat 41a in Antwerp. Our staff will take the time
to see which elements are available and fit your idea.
Every first and third Friday and Saturday of the
month, we organise appointments to help you
compose your own wall unit.
Why compose your wall unit at Nome Furniture? We
have numerous examples to get you started. We
clean, restore and oil every item, and most
importantly: our team is passionate about P.
Cadovius wall units.
Don't be shy: make an appointment online and
we'll be happy to help you.
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Not able to visit our showroom,
but still excited about Poul
Cadovius wall units?
Don't worry! We frequently offer wall units which are
already composed for you. You can find them on our
collection page on our website.
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Compose your wall unit
according to your budget. A
big investment or a rather small
budget? Your choice!

What will I pay?
ESSENTIALS
Wall supports
Floating support of 150cm or higher: €200
Floating support smaller than 150cm: €150
Floating support smaller than 100cm: €75
Standing support: €225
Floating wall supports are available in wood (color teak/black)
Standing supports are only available in black metal

Shelves

Tables

Shelf of 20cm depth: €75
Shelf of 24cm depth: €100
Shelf of 30cm depth: €125
Larger shelves starting from 37,5cm: €150
Inclined reading shelf (31 cm depth): €425
Inclined reading shelf Cado version (35 cm depth): €475

Table: €700
Cabinets
Cabinet: between €550 and €600
Sideboard (double cabinet): €1100
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Need some inspiration?

Here are some examples to
get you started!
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Cadovius 1.1
Calculation
2 floating wall supports: 2 x €200:
cabinet with drop font + key, high model: 1 x €550:
3 shelves: 3 x €75:
TOTAL:

€400
€550
€225
€1 175

Measurements
floating wall supports: 210 cm
available in standard teak or black
available in different heights up to max. 210 cm
depending on stock

→
→
→

cabinet with drop front and key, high model 43,5 x 36,5 x 80 cm
inside: shelf or desk lay-out

→

shelves available in :
20 cm (€75)
24 cm (€100)

30 cm (€125)
37,5 cm (€150)

* price based on floating wall supports 150-210 cm and shelves 20 cm
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Cadovius 2.1
Calculation
3 floating wall supports: 3 x €200:
1 glass vitrine cabinet, high model:1 x €550:
1 drawer cabinet, small model, 2 drawers: 1 x €600:
1 cabinet with drop front and key, small model: 1 x €550:
6 shelves, 20 cm: 6 x €75:
TOTAL:

€600
€550
€600
€550
€450

€2 750

Measurements
Floating wall supports: 210 cm
available in standard teak or black
available in different heights up to max. 210 cm
depending on stock

→
→
→

glass vitrine cabinet, high model 56 x 24 x 80 cm
cabinet with drop front and key, small model 33 x 30 x 80 cm
drawer cabinet, small model, 2 drawers 15 x 30 x 80 cm
shelves available in :
20 cm (€75)
24 cm (€100)

30 cm (€125)
37,5 cm (€150)

* price based on floating wall supports 150-210 cm and shelves 20 cm
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Cadovius 2.2
Calculation
3 floating wall supports: 3 x €200:
1 cabinet, sliding doors, small model: 1 x €550:
1 cabinet, braided, drop front, high model: 1 x €550:
6 shelves: 6 x €75
TOTAL:

€600
€550
€550
€450
€2 150

Measurements
3 floating wall supports: 210 cm
available in standard teak or black
available in different heights up to max. 210 cm
depending on stock

→
→
→

cabinet, sliding doors, small model 33 x 30 x 80 cm
cabinet, braided, drop front, high model 43,5 x 37,5 x 80 cm
shelves available in :
20 cm (€75)
24 cm (€100)

30 cm (€125)
37,5 cm (€150)

* price based on floating wall supports 150-210 cm and shelves 20 cm
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Cadovius 2.3

Calculation

Measurements

3 small floating wall supports: 3 x €75:
€225
1 cabinet, drop front, small model: 1 x €550: €550
1 shelf, 24 cm:1 x €100:
€100

3 floating wall supports: <99 cm
available in standard teak or black
available in different heights up to max. 210 cm
depending on stock

TOTAL:

€875

→
→
→

cabinet, drop front, small model 42,5 x 37,5 x 80 cm
shelves available in:
20 cm (€75)
24 cm (€100)

30 cm (€125)
37,5 cm (€150)
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Cadovius 3.1
Calculation
4 floating wall supports: 4 x €200:
1 cabinet, sliding doors, small model: 1 x €500:
1 cabinet, drop front, handle, large model: 1 x €500:
1 drawer cabinet, large model, 3 drawers: 1 x €500:
6 shelves: 6 x €75:
TOTAL:

€800
€550
€550
€550
€450
€2 900

Measurements
4 floating wall supports 210 cm
available in standard teak or black
available in different heights up to max. 210 cm
depending on stock

→
→
→

cabinet, sliding doors, small model 33 x 30 x 80 cm
cabinet, drop front, handle, large model 42,5 x 37,5 x 80 cm
drawer cabinet, large model, 3 drawers 42,5 x 37,5 x 80 cm
shelves available in:
20 cm (€75)
24 cm (€100)

30 cm ( €125)
37,5 cm (€150)

* price based on floating wall supports 150-210 cm and shelves 20 cm
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Cadovius 3.2
Calculation
4 floating wall supports: 4 x €200:
1 reading shelf (31cm depth): 1 x € 425:
1 drawer cabinet, small model, 2 drawers: 1 x €600:
1 cabinet, drop front, key, large model: 1 x €550:
1 display cabinet, small model: 1 x €550:
7 shelves: 7 x €75:
TOTAL:

€800
€425
€600
€550
€550
€525
€3 450

Measurements
4 floating wall supports 210 cm
available in standard teak or black
availabe in different heights up to max. 210 cm
depending on stock

→
→
→

Reading shelf 16 x 31 x 80 cm
drawer cabinet, small model with 2 drawers 15 x 30 x 80 cm
display cabinet, small model 33 x 30 x 80 cm
cabinet, drop front, key, large model 43,5 x 37,5 x 80 cm
shelves available in:
20 cm (€75)
24 cm (€100)

30 cm (€125)
37,5 cm (€150)

* price based on floating wall supports 150-210 cm and shelves 20 cm
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Cadovius 3.3
Calculation
4 standing wall supports: 4 x €225:
1 cabinet, drop front, high model: 1 x €550:
1 cabinet, drop front, drawers, small model: 1 x €550:
6 shelves: 6 x €75:

TOTAL:

€900
€550
€550
€450

€2 450

Measurements
4 standing wall supports 200 cm
depending on stock

→

1 cabinet, drop front, high model 43,5 x 37,5 x 80 cm
1 cabinet, drop front, drawers, small model 33 x 30 x 80 cm
shelves available in:
20 cm (€75)
24 cm (€100)

30 cm (€125)
37,5 cm (€150)

* price based on standing wall supports 200 cm and shelves 20 cm
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Want to go big?
We also offer XL wall units... Have a look!
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Cadovius 4.3
Calculation
5 floating wall supports: 5 x €200:
1 cabinet, drop front, large model: 1 x €550:
1 glass display cabinet: 1 x €550:
1 sideboard: 1 x €1 100:
12 shelves; 12 x €75:

€1 000
€550
€550
€1 100
€900

TOTAL:

€4 100

Measurements
floating wall supports 200 cm
available in standard teak or black
available in different height up to max. 210 cm
depending on stock

→
→
→

cabinet, drop front, large model 37,5 x 42,5 x 80 cm
glass display cabinet 24 x 56 x 80 cm
sideboard 37,5 x 42,5 x 160 cm
shelves available in:
20 cm (€75)
24 cm (€100)

30 cm (€125)
37,5 cm (€150)

* price based on floating wall supports 150-210 cm and shelves 20 cm
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Looking for some
additional shelves?
Do you feel like adding something new after a while?
You can order extra shelves in different sizes,
depending on our stock.

20 cm €75

37,5 cm €150

24 cm €100

40 cm €150

30 cm €125

48 cm €150
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Curious to see how a wall unit looks
in a complete set-up?

Meet the interior of our clients
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Questions?
Don't be shy, contact us!

Van Trierstraat 41a
2018 Antwerpen
03/237.26.53
contact@nomefurniture.com
https://nomefurniture.com
nomefurniture
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